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Homes located on tribal lands, particularly in rural areas of the United States, continue to lack access to broadband Inter-

net and cellular connectivity [19]. Inspired by previous observations of community content similarity in tribal networks,

we propose FiDO, a community-based Web browsing and content delivery system that takes advantage of user mobility,

opportunistic connectivity, and collaborative filtering to provide relevant Web content to members of disconnected house-

holds via opportunistic contact with cellular base stations during a daily commute. We evaluate FiDO using trace-driven

simulations with network usage data collected from a tribal-operated ISP that serves the Coeur d’Alene Indian Reservation

in Western Idaho. By collecting data about household Web preferences and applying a collaborative filtering technique

based on the Web usage patterns of the surrounding reservation community, we are able to opportunistically browse the

Web on behalf of members of disconnected households, providing an average of 69.4 Web pages (all content from a specific

URL, e.g., “http://gis.cdatribe-nsn.gov/LandBuyBack/") crawled from 73% of their top 10 most visited Web domains (e.g.,

“cdatribe-nsn.gov" or “cnn.com/") per day. Moreover, this content is able to be fetched and pushed to users even when the

opportunistic data rate is limited to an average of only 0.99 Mbps (σ = 0.24 Mbps) and the daily opportunistic connection

time is an average of 45.9 minutes (σ = 2.3 minutes). Additionally, we demonstrate a hybrid “search and browse" approach

that allocates a percentage of opportunistic resources to the download of user-specified content. By dedicating only 10% of

opportunistic windows of connectivity to the download of social media content, 51% of households were able to receive all of

their daily expected social media content in addition to an average of 55.3 Web pages browsed on their behalf from an average

of 4 different Web domains. Critically, we demonstrate the feasibility of a collaborative and community-based Web browsing

model that extends access to Web content across the last mile(s) using existing infrastructure and rural patterns of mobility.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Approximately 53.1% of people worldwide continue to lack access to the Internet [26]. Communities located

in rural and developing areas are most drastically impacted, as limited infrastructure and population scarcity

limit the effectiveness of even the most robust solutions. Communities located in developed countries are not

immune to this lack of Internet access. In 2015, the FCC estimated that only 15% of people living on Native

American reservations in the U.S. had access to the Internet via fixed broadband or mobile broadband, citing

reasons for lack of connectivity such as rural locale, rugged terrain, limited supporting infrastructure, and lack of
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economic viability (from the perspective of major commercial service providers) [19]. Despite the fact that Internet

and cellular connectivity are not usually available to their households, rates of smartphone ownership are not

significantly different in Native American communities when compared to the general U.S. community [36, 43, 47].

Often, people living in these disconnected communities rely on Internet hot-spots (Wi-Fi Internet access),

typically located in cafés, schools, places of work, or media centers, in order to access broadband Internet or cellular

data connectivity available in more populated areas. In addition to these locations, cellular connectivity can often

be found along major traffic corridors. Solutions for maximizing connectivity in communities that lack ubiquitous

Internet access are proposed in bodies of work that explore delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [4, 18, 38, 41, 42]

and Internet cafés [9, 10, 22]. With this previous work, users receive content from the Internet via user-initiated

encounters, wherein a user initiates content delivery because they manually connect their device to the Internet or

initiate content downloads because they recognize that they are connected to the Internet. In contrast, users can

also receive content from the Internet via opportunistic encounters, wherein content is downloaded when devices

automatically establish a connection to the Internet (i.e., associate with a cellular base station) and download

content without any user involvement. While both models of connecting to the Internet are critical for largely

disconnected communities, we focus on opportunistic encounters

Previous work that focuses on opportunistic connectivity emphasizes search activity [9, 22, 41]. With search

activity, the information objective is well-defined: a user wants a specific piece of information and has explicitly

set certain parameters that allow systems to search for that specific information. For instance, a user searching

for a guacamole recipe might search using a keyword query (e.g., “guacamole recipe") or he might search

using a specific URL (e.g., “http://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/alton-brown/guacamole-recipe"). Chen et al.

demonstrate how search activity can be translated to a delay tolerant model of networking, such that queries can

be composed offline and dispatched opportunistically, collecting specific information on behalf of a user over

time [9].

Browsing activity is distinctive from search activity. With browsing activity, the information objective is not

well-defined. Users may begin browsing on a favorite Web page or smartphone app and then click through

linked content as they encounter the content, without a goal more specific than encountering “interesting"

information [47]. For example, a user browsing through their news feed on the Facebook smartphone app might

encounter a link to an interesting article hosted at “cnn.com". After clicking on the link that takes them to the

article, they might encounter links for other interesting content hosted by “cnn.com". At the end of this browsing

session, a user may have encountered a number of articles, videos, songs, or other forms of Web content in an ad

hoc, interest driven manner.

In contexts where Internet access is ubiquitous, research has explored various methods of pre-fetching,

filtering, and recommending content based on user preferences and predictive models of user behavior. Web

browsing agents [2, 10, 32] and Web content recommender systems [40] are among such technologies. As the Web

becomes increasingly personalized, recommender systems are commonly integrated into individual Web sites

and services so users can immediately access relevant content rather than spending time browsing for it. While

these approaches provide a solution for computer-assisted Web browsing, they are based on individual browsing

patterns and information interests. In previous work, Web browsing is performed by an individual for their own

ad hoc informational interests. Previous work also assumes seamless access to the Web [2, 10, 32, 40]. In this

work, we extend the concept of Web browsing agency to account for a different profile of information needs. First,

we identify the need for agents that browse on behalf of a group of individuals (i.e., members of a household).

Second, we recognize that without a historic record of the content that comprises a group’s Web browsing activity

(because there is no access to the Web at home), we can utilize collaborative recommender system techniques

that leverage the browsing patterns of similar entities in order to predict the browsing behaviors of members of

disconnected households. In this work, we also extend traditional Web browsing agents so that they operate

in a manner that enables users to opportunistically take advantage of the recommendations made on behalf of
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members of their household. We accomplish this by proactively fetching and caching recommended content so

that it is stored at community-operated cellular base stations. Ultimately, this recommend-fetch-store process

maximizes the value of regularly encountered opportunistic cellular data connections and we fill a gap in the

research that allows us to make browsing more pervasive and accessible to disconnected homes.

Given the need for greater utility of opportunistic Internet access in communities where most homes lack

access to the Internet, the tools provided by recommender systems, and observations from our previous work

that suggests members of the same community have similar content interests [54, 56] we ask the following

research questions: (i) How much of a household’s Web browsing needs can be met opportunistically? and (ii) To

what degree can the members of a disconnected household rely on their surrounding community to identify relevant

and interesting content on their behalf?

In order to discern the extent to which community content preferences can guide content prioritization schemes

necessary to deliver Web content opportunistically, we analyze Web traces collected from the Red Spectrum

Communications network, a tribal operated Internet service provider (ISP) that operates within six towns in the

Coeur d’Alene Indian Reservation. The Red Spectrum network connects 530 households and 42 municipality

buildings to the Internet. For this study, we have collected data from 82.9 million HTTP/S transactions that

represent all network Web activity between January 17 and February 28, 2017.

Motivated by our prior observations of locality of interest within the tribal networks [54, 56] and the combined

potential of opportunistic networking and recommender systems, our paper makes the following contributions:

• We analyze Web usage in a tribal-operated network that connects 530 households to the Internet. We find

that while household-level content similarity is low, town-level content similarity is high enough to provide

a basis for content recommendations.

• We propose a community content delivery network (CDN) that operates opportunistically in a challenged

network environment and functions as an agent that fetches content on behalf of an entire household.

We structure a regional CDN node to proactively push content to the devices of users from disconnected

homes. We populate the CDN with content cached from community Web browsing sessions that take place

in areas of the community that do have Internet access (e.g., schools, libraries, and homes).

• We evaluate the performance of our proposed system using trace-driven simulations. Because the per-

formance of CDNs are highly dependent on the specifics of traffic access, our unique access to traffic

traces provides critical realism in our evaluation. While user mobility models have been established for

metropolitan contexts [27], these models are not well-suited to the realities of mobility through rural and

rugged terrain. In order to better simulate user mobility in under-studied, rural communities, we create a

mobility model based on census and transportation data.

While we focus our work on tribal reservations due to our current partnerships, our work is more broadly

applicable to rural communities in general.

2 RELATED WORK

Since the inception of delay tolerant networking (DTN) [18], DTN research has focused on developing applications

for operation in challenged network environments [4, 38], DTN architectures [4, 38], and routing solutions for DTN

architectures [28, 59]. Work that proposes architectures for Web search over DTNs is of particular relevance. Ott

et al. propose a bundling solution that enables HTTP transactions to take place over intermittent connectivity [38].

Balasubramanian et al. propose an architecture that utilizes urban buses as message store-and-forward nodes for

Web search transactions [4]. Specifically relevant to this study is research that investigates DTN operation in rural

and developing contexts [9, 41, 46], wherein intermittent connectivity is utilized to fetch and post information

on behalf of users who are typically disconnected. Pentland et al. challenge the myth that connectivity must

be real-time in order to be relevant to meet rural community needs, and demonstrate how the combination
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of asynchronous connectivity and wireless access points can sufficiently serve developing communities in

rural India [41]. Similarly, Seth et al. propose the usage of mechanical backhauls in lieu of expensive wireless

connectivity solutions (e.g., VSAT) to connect rural information kiosks to the Internet. The system we propose is

distinct from this prior work in that our work focuses on proactively collecting and delivering content on behalf

of users without requiring explicit user-prompted searches or requests. We also focus on delivery of content

directly to rural households, rather than to specified kiosks.

In the past decade, information and communication technology for development (ICTD) research agendas have

identified the sustainability, relevance, and affordability of local, community-based networks [24, 29, 30, 45, 60].

In particular, studies of network usage in rural communities have demonstrated a locality of interest with

respect to the content that is downloaded [29, 30, 45] and interacted with online [29, 45, 56]. Previous work has

demonstrated how this locality of interest can be exploited by local, community-based networking architectures

to provide a myriad of services that maximize network resources in networks that may be prone to disconnection

and gateway congestion. Some examples of community networks include small-scale, community-operated

cellular networks [23, 60] and community-based content caches for videos and images uploaded by community

members [30, 45]. The system described in this study is inspired by these previous observations and community-

based architectures. Specifically, we take advantage of the rise of community-based wireless Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) to propose a comprehensive content delivery system that targets members of disconnected

homes in partially connected communities. Community-based ISPs present a unique opportunity to re-imagine

information systems. Often, community-based ISPs have been established in response to unmet community

information needs, including general lack of broadband Internet availability and lack of affordable service

options [16]. By working alongside these community-oriented efforts, we are afforded the unique opportunity to

re-imagine the utilization of ICT resources and maximize their value by making community information needs

and usage patterns a focal point of system design.

Also related to our work are recommender systems, especially those that rely on collaborative filtering [44] and

demographic-based [39] recommendations. Ourwork is particularly inspired by personalWeb browsing agents and

automated Web search [3, 11, 32, 40]. These browsing agents rely on content-based recommendation techniques

and user behavior in order to initiate relevant Web searches on behalf of users while they simultaneously browse

the Web. Similarly, our system initiates Web searches on behalf of the user, though these searches take place

asynchronously and opportunistically, rather than parallel to the user’s Web browsing activity.

3 BACKGROUND

Only 15% of Native Americans residing on tribal lands have access to the Internet [19]. Most of the challenges for

broadband accessibility on tribal lands stem from a centuries-long history of conflict between the U.S. government

and Indigenous Americans, which resulted in the forced relocation of tribes to geographically remote areas often

marked by rugged terrain. As tribes in the U.S. seek to cultivate broadband infrastructure within their communities,

they must contend with national telecommunications policy, coordinate with neighboring deployment strategies

and regulatory bodies, and find sustainable revenue sources. Issues of resource allocation and use are complicated

by their status as sovereign nations. While tribal lands are far from experiencing ubiquitous Internet connectivity,

efforts initiated by tribal communities and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) have created a mosaic

of connectivity, where connectivity is often present to some degree at the hub of tribal communities (typically in

tribal offices, learning centers, and health clinics) and along the major transportation corridors that may pass by

or through reservations; however, connectivity typically does not penetrate homes in the more rural parts of

reservations [19].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Geographic map of (a) communities connected by the Red Spectrum network and (b) a topographical map of the

communities connected to the Internet over 5 GHz microwave links. All communities are part of the Coeur d’Alene Indian

Reservation except Fairfield and Mica.

Table 1. Demographic and observational statistics for the towns connected by the Red Spectrum network that we observe in

our study. We note that we cannot differentiate between IP addresses based in Mica and Fairfield; thus, we remove traces

associated with these IP subranges for in-town traffic similarity analysis in Section 4.1.

Town Pop. size Observed wireless subscribers On tribal land?

Plummer, ID 1,026 161 Yes

Fairfield, WA 606 104 No

Mica, WA 563 NA No

Worley, ID 254 117 Yes

Rockford Bay, ID1 184 24 Yes

De Smet, ID 175 23 Yes

3.1 Network overview

Our study is based on data collected from a network that serves tribal communities operating in predominantly

rural and resource-challenged environments. Taken as a whole, Native American reservations represent a

community that is distinct from the general U.S. population. This has implications for the potential overlap in

content preferences that may be present within these culturally similar communities [56].

The Red Spectrum network has so far deployed infrastructure that provides Internet access to the approximately

7,000 homes located throughout the six communities that comprise the Coeur d’Alene Indian Reservation in

western Idaho. Since its inception, the Red Spectrum network has provided Internet to 1,011 subscribers. We

observed a total of 530 active subscribers during our collection period, 43 of which are municipal subscribers (e.g.,

schools, tribal offices, libraries, and health clinics). We map the towns that comprise the Red Spectrum network

in Figure 1a.
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Table 2. An overview of the data sets collected from the Red Spectrum network.

Subnetwork Observed wireless subscribers Total traffic volume (TB) % volume Web traffic # Web transactions (millions)

Plummer 161 2.8 98.3 9.6

Worley 117 3.6 97.4 12.4

Cavebay 24 0.3 95.8 1.4

De Smet 23 0.2 94.8 1.3

Mica/Fairfield 104 2.1 97.0 9.4

All wired 101 14.8 95.5 48.8

Total 530 23.9 95.7 82.9

In the Red Spectrum network, the gateway delivers 10 Gbps over a fiber link that terminates at the Red

Spectrum headquarters located in Plummer, ID. Connectivity is extended to residents either through a wireless

backbone comprised of 5 GHz microwave links or via fiber links deployed directly to the subscriber. We provide

a map of the network topology in Figure 1b.

3.2 Data collection

Our point of collection is located at the Internet gateway in Plummer (see Figure 1b). We collect data by attaching

a traffic monitoring server to the switch that bridges the gateway and the network. A mirror port is configured

to capture all packets traversing the network. We use the Bro Network Security Monitor to collect flow-level

statistics for all Web traffic that traverses the gateway link [49]. We observed 23.9 TB of network traffic, 246

billion packets, and 82.9 million HTTP/S transactions in the Red Spectrum network during our collection period.

We report general statistics associated with each of the communities that comprise the Red Spectrum network in

Table 2. All MAC and IP addresses are anonymized using TraceAnon [50]. For household statistics at the aggregate

level, we refer to all household usage in the network (which we discern by removing usage data generated by

municipal subscribers). It is critical to note that all data collected reflects usage by homes that are connected to

the Internet.

4 CONTENT PREFERENCES

In order to begin characterizing the feasibility of leveraging opportunistic connectivity and community similarities

to browse the Web on behalf of members of disconnected households, we analyze the content preferences of

households and compare them to the aggregate preferences of their surrounding community.

4.1 Web preferences

To understand how well community Web usage represents household Web usage, we compare the similarity of

Web preferences among communities of various scopes: global, town, and household. Global preferences are

determined using Web traffic from the entire Red Spectrum network; town preferences are determined using

Web traffic generated by the six individual townships located within the Coeur d’Alene Indian Reservation; and

household preferences are determined using Web traffic generated by each household.

We begin our analysis of community preference similarities by calculating content coverage using

C (A,B) =
A
⋂
B

A
(1)

1Served by the Cavebay tower.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Cumulative distributions associated with the (a) file coverage provided by different scopes of community and (b)

domain coverage provided by different scopes of community in the Red Spectrum network.

where A represents the content accessed by a particular household and B represents the content accessed by

some other group (i.e., another household, the corresponding town, or the global network). When we calculate

coverage provided for a household at the town or global level, we remove that household from the aggregate

coverage at the town level or the global network level. Coverage ranges from 0 (where B has not accessed any of

the content accessed by A) to 1 (where B has accessed all content accessed by A).
We plot coverage with respect to downloaded files in Figure 2a, which represents the cumulative distribution of

file coverage provided to each household by other individual households in the same town (“Household"), by the

aggregate town community (“Agg. town"), and by the global community (“Agg. network"). We find that while the

mean file coverage provided by other individual households in the town is only 0.07 (σ = 0.12), the mean coverage

provided by the aggregate town community is 0.35 (σ = 0.28). Based on a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,

we observe that the file coverage provided by the global community is not significantly greater than that provided

by the town community (p < 0.001). This leads us to believe that curating a community content delivery system

based on global Web usage would not significantly outperform the same system based on town Web usage with

respect to the files stored for delivery.

In addition to file coverage, we seek to characterize the community’s ability to provide Web content for

disconnected households by examining the domain coverage provided at different scopes. Instead of measuring

coverage on specific file content, we measure it with respect to the Web domains visited by individual homes and

the surrounding community. Since we only have flow-level information about household Web usage, domain is a

proxy for content interest; even if the accessed files are different, files from the same domain serve as a heuristic

for recommendation. Figure 2b plots the cumulative distributions associated with domain coverage provided

to each household by other households in the same town (“Household"), by the household’s town in aggregate

(“Agg. town"), and by the entire Red Spectrum network (“Agg. network"). While individual households do not

provide significant coverage to each other (mean coverage is 0.4 (σ = 0.32)), communities do provide significant

domain coverage (mean coverage at the town level is 0.87 (σ = 0.14) and 0.93 (σ = 0.07) at the global level). Thus,
relying on the aggregate community to source a household’s Web content interests, at the domain level, is quite

plausible.

As we look to filter content based on community popularity, we need to identify the scope of community

that ranks content most similarly to individual households. Preference similarity at the level of files is very

fine-grained and may be so precise as to be prohibitive for filtering a large number of files with similar community
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution associated with Kendall’s τ similarity between top k household domains and (a) top k town

domains and (b) top k global domains in the Red Spectrum network.

rankings. We address this by examining similarity at the level of Web domains, which we rank according to

the number of files downloaded by each household from the domain during our observation period. Using this

method, domains that are associated with a larger number of files downloaded by a household are ranked higher

than those associated with a smaller number of files downloaded by a household. We then compare domain ranks

for the top k domains using the Kendall τ rank correlation coefficient [17], which is calculated by:

τ =
# concordant pairs − # disconcordant pairs

k (k − 1)/2 (2)

where k is the number of items ranked in the list and τ ranges from -1 (completely different rankings) to 1

(identical rankings). Concordant pairs represent two domains with the same relative rank. For example, if domain

x is ranked higher than domain y in Lists 1 and 2, then domain x and domain y are considered a concordant pair;

otherwise, they are considered a disconcordant pair. We use Kendall’s τ rank correlation instead of other rank

similarity metrics (such as Spearman’s ρ) because it provides a more direct interpretation of similarity based on

the presence of concordant pairs and it takes tied ranks into account.

We compare the ranking of the top k domains for each household with the aggregate top k domains for

the entire Red Spectrum network (global), with the aggregate top k domains for the corresponding town, and

with other households on the Red Spectrum network for k = {5, 10, 25, 50, 100}. Figure 3 plots the cumulative

distribution of the Kendall τ correlation for these comparisons. For each scope of comparison, the mean correlation

decreases as k increases. However, we find that the greatest correlation occurs between the top k household

domain ranks and the aggregate domain ranking of the household’s corresponding town. For this comparison,

the mean Kendall τ correlation is 0.04 for k = 5. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the Kendall

τ distributions associated with the town level comparison and the global level comparison reveal a significant

difference at the p ≤ 0.05 level between the correlation at these different scopes for k = 5 but not for other values

of k . Therefore, if a user has only a limited amount of time to opportunistically download content on behalf of

their household, their content interests would be better served by downloading content that has been ordered

according to the aggregate rank provided by their town community, rather than the aggregate rank provided by

the entire network. Conversely, this demonstrates that for lengthier opportunities, users may be equally served

by aggregate rankings established at either a town or global level, particularly when considered in conjunction

with our findings of greater domain coverage at the global level.
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4.2 Social media preferences

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Top ten Web domains based on (a) aggregate traffic volume and (b) total number of HTTP/S transactions over the

observation period.

Online social networks (OSNs) play a critical role in the geopolitical landscapes of challenged network environ-

ments, particularly when a lack of Internet access results from political marginalization and aggravates cultural

marginalization. This is particularly true for Indian Country; survey and interview studies have demonstrated

that OSNs are the most popular means of everyday communication in tribal communities [7, 20, 35]. Moreover,

OSNs play a potentially powerful role in Indigenous cultural preservation, revitalization, and political empower-

ment [7, 12, 20, 31, 35, 58]. Indeed, our own previous work highlights the importance of OSN content in Indian

Country as a platform by which Native Americans strengthen community bonds [55, 56] and form communities

via identity-driven content [57].

When examining the Web traffic profile of the Red Spectrum network in Figures 4, we find that Facebook

(“facebook.com" and “fbcdn.com") is the most accessed social media site as well as the social media site associated

with the greatest volume of traffic over our observation period. Indeed, if HTTP/S requests generated by

“facebook.com" and “fbcdn.com"2 were aggregated to count as a single domain, Facebook Web transactions would

outnumber Netflix transactions by over a hundred thousand during our collection period. Understanding social

media usage is critical to evaluating the feasibility of whether opportunistic cellular connectivity accessed while

commuting would be sufficient to deliver the social media demands of all members of a household. Moreover, we

differentiate social media traffic from other traffic as it has the potential to provide insight into social connectivity,

which can be used for social-based content recommendations assuming proper information access [54]. While we

do not leverage social connectivity for content recommendations in this work, we do understand that supporting

social media content is a crucial first step towards the integration of more sophisticated approaches for browsing

recommended Web content. To this end, we perform a deeper analysis on social media platform usage in the

Red Spectrum network by comparing the usage of the top 5 most accessed social media platforms, including the

penetration rates (reported in Table 3) and daily traffic volume (plotted in Figure 5).

We find that the majority of households in the Red Spectrum network access Facebook, YouTube, Twitter,

or Instagram during our observation period, while over one-third of users access Snapchat in the same time

frame. Given the prevalence of these platforms, we measure the associated traffic volume associated with each IP

address for all social media platforms in Figure 5a. We find that the average household downloads a median of

61.1 MB (σ = 373.2 MB) of social media content and uploads a median of 6.8 MB (σ = 30.6 MB) to social media

platforms on a daily basis. When we divide household social media traffic based on platform, we find that the

2Domain associated content stored on Facebook’s content delivery servers.
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Table 3. Percentage of IP addresses that access the top 5 social media platforms accessed by the Red Spectrum network.

Social media platform % of households that have accessed during observation period

Facebook 76.7

YouTube 74.1

Twitter 74.1

Instagram 64.8

Snapchat 37.2

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of the (a) average daily traffic volume for all social media and (b) for the top five most

accessed social media platforms accessed by users in the Red Spectrum network.

greatest traffic volume is associated with YouTube and Facebook followed by Snapchat, Instagram, and Twitter

(see Figure 5b).

5 FIDO OPERATION

As previously stated, while many households on reservations lack both Internet and cellular connectivity, cellular

coverage is often available in select locations, such as along major traffic corridors or in municipal areas. Our

goal is to push relevant content to users through their cellphones as they pass through these areas of coverage,

enabling individuals to collect Web content on behalf of themselves and other members of their household in a

way that (i) prioritizes the most relevant content and (ii) initiates collection of Web content without requiring explicit

user interaction during moments of connectivity.

To help members of disconnected households in rural areas of reservations take advantage of the opportunistic

connectivity that they encounter as they mobilize throughout their day, we propose FiDO (Files Delivered

Opportunistically), a community-based content delivery network that pushes files downloaded by members of

the surrounding community to mobile users. In the FiDO architecture, local CDN nodes are placed throughout

the reservation at community-run cellular base stations and wireless ISP towers (if they exist). These nodes

coordinate with a regional content store (which may be placed, for instance, at the tribal headquarters of each

reservation or some other municipal building in the rural community) that pushes new content to the CDN

nodes and stores a copy of content requested at each CDN node at regular intervals. We illustrate the usage

scenario in Figure 6. Here, we show a mobile user associated with a disconnected household. As the user travels

away from home and throughout her reservation (e.g., going to work or school), she encounters areas of cellular
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Fig. 6. An example of FiDO’s operation, where a member of a disconnected household opportunistically collects relevant

content from CDN nodes located on cellular base stations along their commute.

connectivity placed along major traffic corridors. If these cellular base stations are part of a community network

and are associated with a local CDN node, the node will push content to the user; otherwise, if the base stations

are commercial, users connect to their regional CDN node over the Internet.

In Figure 7, we illustrate the FiDO data flow process. The main components include local CDN nodes, user

devices, and regional CDN nodes. Regional CDN nodes contain a content store of all files that have been

downloaded in their region over a period of time. A control protocol based at regional CDN nodes synchronizes

content on all local CDN nodes at regular intervals so that each CDN node has a copy of all the files that have been

downloaded regionally within a 24 hour period. Local CDN nodes include a content store and, depending on the

prioritization scheme used, a database containing household preferences. As users throughout the network browse

and search the Web (user-initiated transactions), a copy of the files they access are stored at both the regional

and local CDN nodes in the network. Conversely, if a user is opportunistically connected to a local CDN node,

content is pushed to the user’s device according to a prioritization scheme (opportunistic transaction). Depending

on the prioritization scheme used, a local CDN node may also request a list of Web preferences associated with

the user’s household (see Section 6.2 for a description of prioritization schemes). These preferences are then

used to tailor the prioritization scheme to best accommodate the content needs of the household. To prevent

the same file from being transmitted to a mobile user multiple times throughout the day, as the user moves and

changes her point of attachment, user devices transmit a list of file identifiers already received to the CDN node,

so that the prioritization scheme always schedules new content. We note that this type of system requires an

application running on mobile user devices that would enable households to share preferences and allow users to

share fetched content. These modifications are discussed in Section 7.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we use trace driven simulations to evaluate how well FiDO provides households with relevant

content for the day. Our first goal is to quantify the potential that opportunistic cellular connections have for
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Fig. 7. FiDO data flow diagram. Arrows represent the flow of content. Content is browsed by users connected to the Internet

at home or at WiFi hot spots. FiDO fetches and stores content (which has been filtered using the browsing patterns of the

surrounding community) on behalf of disconnected households. When a user from a disconnected household connects

opportunistically, FiDO pushes content to the user’s device according to a prioritization scheme.

delivering a household’s dailyWeb browsing needs. Our second goal is to characterize howwell browsing patterns

of the surrounding community can inform the browsing interests of disconnected households.

6.1 Simulation overview

Our evaluation of FiDO relies on a trace-driven approach that allows us to measure FiDO’s ability to meet

household content needs using actual usage data. Ultimately, we simulate the scenario outlined in Figure 6, where

a user collecting content on behalf of their household encounters areas of cellular connectivity as part of their

normal commute and opportunistically downloads Web files on behalf of members in their household.

To simulate user mobility through alternating areas of cellular coverage, we rely on a two-state Markov model

(shown in Figure 8a) that transitions between states of coverage, where state A represents a lack of Internet

coverage and state B represents mobile broadband connectivity via a cellular base station.

Since FiDO has been designed specifically to deliver content in rural communities with limited access, we

simulate user commutes through rural areas using rural transportation statistics. Specifically, studies by the U.S.

Department of Transportation have found that for rural residents, the average number of driving minutes3 per

day is 55.87 minutes [14]. We assume that this average number of driving minutes occurs at the average rural

speed limit of 75 miles per hour [8] and we assume that the one way driving time (i.e., the time to commute

to work) is half the total daily driving minutes, or 27.94 minutes. In order to simulate comparable commute

times, we select each user’s daily commute time from a normal distribution with a mean of 27.94 minutes and

a standard deviation of 5 minutes in our baseline models. We restrict a user’s driving times to occur between

typical commute hours (7 to 9 a.m. and 5 to 7 p.m.) [14]. All users begin in a state of disconnection and transition

to a state of connectivity depending on the time of day as well as the amount of time, t , they have already traveled
in the simulation period. Figure 8b presents the transition probabilities based on the time of day. The one-way

commute time, cw , is modeled from a normal distribution with a mean of 27.94 minutes and a standard deviation

3Driving minutes refers to minutes spent driving on the road.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Connectivity state machine used in simulation. (b) State machine transition probabilities based on the time of day.

of 5 minutes. We note that t is reset to t = 0 when a user reaches a disconnected state during Home or Business

hours.

Our simulations are run over seven representative days of data collected between February 1 and February 7,

2017. The simulation is run in one minute intervals, meaning that connectivity state and data rate is evaluated

for every simulated minute. In order to evaluate FiDO’s performance for disconnected households, we randomly

select households from three of the communities in the Red Spectrum network to emulate the desired content

of disconnected households in our trace-based simulation. For each run through the simulation we select 10

households and we run the simulation five times with random seeds for each community. For selected households,

we use the traces of their Web usage to function as a ground truth with respect to the actual files they expect to

receive and the times they expect to receive them. On average, each household requests 39.2 files (σ = 472.4)
daily. Our evaluation specifically simulates a user from each household opportunistically collecting content on

behalf of the household; thus, we simulate mobile users to correspond to each of the selected households.

In order to simulate access restrictions associated with specific Web files, users can only receive a Web file if

they have actually received it in the actual traces of use. Our simulations assume that members of a household

can entrust their access credentials to the user who is connecting to FiDO on their behalf. The significance and

complications of these assumptions are discussed in Section 7.

6.2 Prioritization schemes

At the most general level, the system outlined in Figure 6 selects content from content stores located within local

CDN nodes in order to opportunistically provide content to a user on behalf of her household. Inevitably, the

content stores contain more content than can be transferred during opportunistic encounters and not all content

stored is relevant to every household. Therefore, we propose and evaluate several prioritization schemes that are

used to select and prioritize content that is to be transferred during opportunistic connections.

6.2.1 Naive scheme. The naive prioritization scheme (denoted as “Naive" in evaluation graphs) relies on

collaborative filtering for content selection and does not take into account the preferences of individual households.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Distribution of the (a) daily contact time users have with a cellular base station and over the course of a simulation

run and (b) the average data rate a user is connected by for each minute interval in the simulation. The inset in (b) graphs

the distribution of the 4.8% of intervals where the user is connected to a cellular base station.

In this way, the naive scheme represents a system where the system infrastructure operates independently of

the users who are opportunistically connecting. Files are prioritized based on the number of times community

members download the file within a moving time window of 24 hours.

6.2.2 User preference scheme. The user preference prioritization scheme (“User Pref.") uses the domain pref-

erences of household members to impose an additional prioritization that operates on top of the collaborative

filtering used in the naive scheme. When users connect to a local CDN node, they provide a domain preference

list. In practice, this ranked list could be generated explicitly by users in a household or implicitly based on

usage. We simulate household preferences as a list that ranks domains according to the historic number of files a

household downloads from the domain (i.e., a domain from which 1,000 files are downloaded ranks higher than

a domain from which 100 files are downloaded). While an opportunistic connection to a CDN node exists, the

domain preference prioritization scheme cycles through each domain from highest ranked to lowest ranked. As

the prioritization scheme comes to each domain, it pushes the files downloaded from that domain based on the

number of times the community has downloaded the file.

6.2.3 Push-pull scheme. The push-pull prioritization scheme (“Push/Pull") creates two prioritization queues.

When a user connects to a local CDN node, her device makes requests for specific files on behalf of her household.

If the file is already stored at the local CDN node, it is pushed immediately to that user and removed from the

user’s request queue. Otherwise, a pull request is made and the file is downloaded from the Web and made

available to every local CDN node in the region within the next 10 minutes (to simulate synchronization latency).

In the meantime, the user adds the file identifier to the request queue, which is ordered on a first-come, first-served

basis. At each opportunistic connection, the request queue is serviced first. When the request queue is empty, the

push-pull prioritization scheme operates identically to the user preference scheme. We note that the push-pull

scheme serves to demonstrate an ideal scenario, where a household is able to engage in ad hoc Web browsing via

opportunistic connectivity accessed by its mobile user. As such, the push/pull scheme is the main mechanism

by which we evaluate our first research objective: How much of a household’s Web browsing needs can be met

opportunistically?
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Fig. 10. Boxplot of distributions associated with daily file coverage provided by each of the prioritization schemes assuming

an average total daily commute time of 55.87 minutes traveled at 75 miles per hour. We graph the coverage provided when

using recommendations by the household’s town in yellow and recommendations by the global network community in blue.

6.3 Filtering on cached files

Our first set of experiments evaluates FiDO’s ability to predict specificWeb files thatmembers of a householdwould

access throughout their day given only opportunistic access to Internet connectivity. In this set of experiments,

FiDO stores Web files that have been downloaded by community members and pushes them opportunistically

to a mobile user according to the prioritization schemes detailed in Section 6.2. A simulation run consists of 10

randomly selected users from a single town, an average commute time, and a day’s worth of traffic traces. We

run all simulation configurations for traces collected from the towns of Worley, Plummer, and Mica/Fairfield. The

results reported are based on a total of 121 unique households, where 10 from the same town are withheld from

traces used to generate the simulation results for each run. We evaluate performance of our proposed system

using notions of file coverage (discussed in Section 4). Using the traces of actual household usage, we are able to

compare what households operating as “offline households" would receive if they did have Internet available in

their home to what they would receive using FiDO. We measure coverage provided at the end of the day as well

as coverage provided by the end of the commute back home from work.

In Figures 9a and 9b, we graph the distribution of the contact time users have with a cellular base station and

the distribution of the data rate available to the user in each interval over the course of a single simulation run

(one day). Based on our simulation environment, users are in contact with a cellular base station for an average

of 45.9 minutes (σ = 2.3 minutes) a day. For the minutes that a user is in contact with a cellular base station, they

receive content at an average rate of 0.99 Mbps (σ = 0.24 Mbps).

We plot the distributions of file coverage achieved by each prioritization scheme in Figure 10. The average file

coverage provided by the schemes based on collaborative filtering (“Naive" and “User Prefs.") is very low–only an

average of 0.15 (σ = 0.3) for the user preference scheme and 0.04 for the naive preference scheme (σ = 0.16).
This is not very surprising, as the filtering occurs over specific files that comprise a single Web page. As Web

pages are increasingly dynamic and individualized, it is unlikely that a visit to the same Web page would yield

the exact same files for two different individuals. Most importantly, we find that the push/pull scheme, which

essentially functions as an oracle scheme (i.e., the optimal approach), provides an average file coverage of 0.80

(σ = 0.36). This means that even if the user is relying exclusively on opportunistic cellular connectivity to access

the Internet (as modeled by our simulation), she will be able to collect all cacheable content her household would

expect to receive during the day if they were connected to the Internet.
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6.4 Filtering on crawled domains

In our analysis of Web preference similarity between households and their surrounding community, we found

that while the aggregate file coverage for households averages at 0.35 with high variance (σ = 0.28), the average
domain coverage provided by the surrounding community is quite high with little variance (mean coverage at

the aggregate town level is 0.87 and mean coverage at the aggregate network level is 0.93). Our experiments in

Section 6.3 reveal that collaborative filtering, even when directed by historic domain preferences of household

users, is only able to provide a small percentage of a household’s daily content interests. In order to provide

greater coverage to household content interests, we evaluate FiDO using a “browsing model", wherein Web pages

from the most broadly accessed Web domains are crawled and cached then pushed opportunistically to users

according to the various prioritization schemes outlined in Section 6.2. Here, a Web page represents a collection

of Web files that are rendered together by a browser to create a multimedia and interactive end-user experience.

For this set of experiments we rely on traces collected between February 1 and 7, 2017 to identify the most

broadly accessed Web domains as they would be filtered by each prioritization scheme in one minute intervals.

Instead of caching specific Web file objects and prioritizing the order in which they are pushed to the user, we

simulate crawling Web domains and caching entire Web pages that are then pushed to the user based on how each

prioritization scheme filters Web domains. We use observations from several large-scale studies of the graphical

structure of the Web to inform our simulation models [6, 13, 34]. Based on observations by Broder et al. and

Clauset et al., we assume that the out-degree associated with each Web page follows a power-law distribution,

where most pages link to only a few other pages and a few pages link to many other pages [6, 13]. In a more recent

study of Web graph structure, Muesel et al. observe that the average out-degree for a Web page is 36.7 and the tail

of the distribution decays at an exponent rate of 2.77 [34]. We simulate our Web crawl by modeling the number

of links from the homepage of a given Web domain from the power-law distribution observed by these previous

studies of the Web structure. We then model the size of each Web page to which the homepage links based on

models observed in archived Web measurements, wherein the average Web page had a size of 2.35 MB during

the first week of February 2017 and follows a Pareto distribution (we model with a shape where α = 2) [25]. We

note that we only simulate a crawl with a depth of 1, meaning we only simulate the download of pages directly

linked to the homepage associated with a domain. We believe this approach models an approximation of Web

structure that is accurate enough to allow us to measure the feasibility of leveraging opportunistic connectivity

using community-based collaborative filtering. Metrics used to evaluate the performance of FiDO as a browsing

agent include domain coverage (see Section 4), the number of different Web domains, the total number of Web

pages, and the average domain rank of pages pushed to the user over the run of a simulation.

In Figure 11, we graph the distributions of the daily domain coverage provided by the naive, user preference,

and push/pull prioritization schemes. We calculate daily domain coverage based on the different domains that a

household accesses each day. Our simulations show that the push/pull approach is the optimal approach with

respect to responsiveness to the daily changes in household Web domain interests. In general, prioritization

schemes that filter based on aggregate network usage (“Global") outperform approaches that filter based on

aggregate town usage (“Town") by a factor of 1.8. The mean daily domain coverage provided by the push/pull

approach is 0.34 (σ = 0.33) with no significant difference between the distributions that filter over “Global" and

“Town" community usage. The distribution of daily domain coverage values for the naive (μ = 0.11; σ = 0.19) and
user preference (μ = 0.12; σ = 0.22) schemes are not significantly different at the p < 0.01 level of significance
according to a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The domain coverage values we observe are quite low

compared to what we observe in Section 4. The reason for this is that each of the prioritization schemes operates

by downloading all of the crawled and cached Web pages associated with each domain as the domain is prioritized

by the scheme. Ultimately, this limits the overall number of domains with Web pages to be opportunistically

downloaded. In order to account for this, we introduce a round robin scheduling approach into the user preference
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Fig. 11. Distribution of the daily coverage of Web domains expected by household members at the end of each day of the

simulation. The box represents the IQR (interquartile range), the whiskers represent ±1.5× the IQR, the bold line represents

the median of the distribution, and the dots represent outliers.

Fig. 12. Distribution of the number ofWeb domains presented to household members by the end of each day of the simulation.

The box represents the IQR, the whiskers represent ±1.5× the IQR, the bold line represents the median of the distribution,

and the dots represent outliers.

scheme, where only five Web pages are downloaded from each domain at a time before FiDO switches pushing

content from the next ranked domain. We label this scheme as “User Pref. (RR)." The average daily domain

coverage for the round robin user preference scheme is 0.20 (σ = 0.23). The reason the average daily domain

coverage for the round robin prioritization scheme is less than what is provided by the push/pull scheme is

because it provides more opportunities for content from domains prioritized by the surrounding community to

be pushed to users whereas the push/pull approach is solely responsive to the specific Web browsing demands of

a household. Thus, for the push/pull scheme, content is browsed from domains that households are interested in

on the day of the simulation; the round robin user preference scheme browses content from a combination of

domains that have historically been browsed by households and the domains most browsed by the community on

the day of the simulation.

In addition to measuring daily domain coverage, we also measure the number of domains represented each

day (see Figure 12). The round robin user preference scheme provides content from an average of 8.9 (σ = 1.7)
different Web domains every day, which is 3.5 more domains than those provided by the push/pull scheme. In
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Fig. 13. Distribution of the number of Web pages provided to each household at the end of each day.

Fig. 14. Distribution of the percentage of the top k Web domains accessed by each household that are covered by FiDO

using each prioritization scheme. The box represents the IQR, the whiskers represent ±1.5× the IQR, the bold line represents

the median of the distribution, and the dots represent outliers.

Figure 13, we graph the distribution of the number of Web pages downloaded on behalf of each offline household

during a single simulated day. On average, FiDO enables users to download 65 (σ = 16) Web pages on behalf of

the members of their household each day.

In order to better understand how well FiDO is able to browse the Web on behalf of members of disconnected

households, we measure the portion of the overall top k Web domains4 that each prioritization scheme is able

cover in each day of the simulation. We plot the percentage of the top 10 and top 50 Web domains that each

prioritization scheme is able to cover in Figure 14. The round robin user preference approach covers the largest

percentage of the top 10 (μ = 72.7%) and top 50 (μ = 17.2%) Web domains. We also examine the average rank of

each of the Web domains crawled by the prioritization schemes in Figure 15. The rank corresponds inversely

to the frequency with which the household accesses the domain during the overall observation period, so the

ideal prioritization scheme would crawl domains with lower rankings. When examining the average rank of the

Web domains crawled by the round robin user preference scheme we find the average rank is 10.4 (σ = 6.2),
which is 9.6× smaller than the average rank of domains crawled by the push/pull scheme. We note that the user

preference scheme is associated with the lowest average domain rank (μ = 2; σ = 2), while it covers only a

small percentage of the top 10 Web domains. This demonstrates how the addition of the round robin scheduling

approach helps balance prioritization of the top ranked domains while also allocating resources across a broader

range of domains.

4Based on the most accessed domains between January 17 and February 28, 2017.
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Fig. 15. Distribution of the average rank associated with Web domains that have pages pushed to users. Lower rank is better.

The box represents the IQR, the whiskers represent ±1.5× the IQR, the bold line represents the median of the distribution,

and the dots represent outliers.

Fig. 16. Distribution of the percentage of households’ daily social media demands that are met using the hybrid prioritization

scheme. The box represents the IQR, the whiskers represent ±1.5× the IQR, the bold line represents the median of the

distribution, and the dots represent outliers.

6.4.1 Hybridized prioritization. Related work [7, 20, 35, 58] as well as our own previous work [56, 57], demon-

strate the importance of social media platforms for tribal communities. Social media platforms play a critical role

in the tribal mediascape by empowering marginalized communities to take ownership of their representation in

media, strengthen community bonds and notions of identity, and share cultural experiences and native language.

In our analysis of Web traffic on the Red Spectrum network, we found that social media applications such as

Facebook and YouTube were especially prevalent (see Section 4.2). Social media content poses a unique challenge

to FiDO. Social media Web sites are extremely dynamic and highly dependent on the individual who is accessing.

Social media is also prone to dynamic permissions policies, and as such, tokens or other authentication mecha-

nisms are required to access social media content. These qualities make social media sites difficult to cache and

browse with the community browsing and delivery paradigm with which FiDO operates. Nonetheless, we seek

to alter FiDO operation to account for household social media usage. To do this, we introduce a hybrid approach,

wherein some portion of a user’s contact time with a base station is dedicated to downloading social media

content on behalf of their household. We make two assumptions for this model: 1) there is a private and secure
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the number of web pages downloaded per day per household for the hybrid prioritization scheme

operating with 10%, 25%, and 50% of resources dedicated to downloading social media content only.

way for individual social media users to share their authentication information with the household member who

will be collecting content on their behalf and 2) a user’s device can accurately predict its expected contact time

with a base station.

We evaluate this hybrid approach to collecting social media content for disconnected households by combining

the round robin user preference prioritization scheme with some percentage of contact time that is dedicated

to downloading social media content on behalf of the household. It is imaginable that there are a multitude of

configurations for this type of approach, for instance the percentage of the dedicated download resources that

are allocated to each social media-consuming household member or the priority of certain social media sites over

others. We simplify these different configuration to a model wherein a single block of an opportunity window is

dedicated to all household members and all applications equally. Our evaluation of the hybrid approach involves

measurement of the daily coverage and the portion of each household’s aggregate daily social media needs

(measured in bytes) covered by the hybrid approach. We evaluate FiDO operating with 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100%

of its opportunity windows dedicated to downloading social media from Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram,

and Snapchat.

In Figure 16, we plot the distribution of the percentage of each household’s daily social media demands that

are met with various configurations of the hybrid prioritization scheme. We find that even with only 10% of

opportunistic resources allocated to downloading social media (an average of 46.9 MB per day), households

are able to have an average of 64% of their daily social media download demands met, with 51% of households

receiving all of their expected social media content. Additionally, when examining the number of Web pages

downloaded on behalf of each household (see the distributions in Figure 17), we find with the 10% hybridization

scheme, an average of 55.30 (σ = 8.5) Web pages are downloaded each day. This indicates the very real feasibility

that the social networking needs of members of disconnected households can be adequately met opportunistically

while also providing households with an ample volume of Web content for offline browsing.

7 DISCUSSION

While we focus our work on tribal reservations due to our current partnerships, our work is more broadly

applicable to rural communities in general. Previouswork by ourselves [29, 30, 55, 56] and others [21] demonstrates

high locality of interest in multiple rural communities. This larger pattern of local interest and interest similarity

suggests that the community-based predictive pre-fetching done by FiDO is applicable across a wide range of rural

communities. Systems operation in rural, disconnected communities is non-trivial [5]. This makes simulation
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of operation in such an environment particularly challenging. There are two major challenges associated with

simulating system usage in sparsely connected rural communities. First, there is a lack of data surrounding

the mobility patterns associated with these users. We address this lack of mobility data by relying on census

data about commuting habits (i.e., the amount of time spent commuting to work and the time of day when the

commute is started) and employment status (i.e., the number of hours worked per week) of the community we

study [52]. Another challenge with simulation of rural usage is the lack of high-fidelity coverage maps for wireless

data rates in rural areas (particularly in areas with geographical features that interrupt line of sight connections).

We address this in our simulation by relying on statistical models shaped around data rate information collected

from Open Signal Map and statistics on mobile broadband connectivity [15, 37]. While our simulation simplifies

some of the complexity of mobilization and connectivity through rugged and rural terrain, we believe that by

evaluating FiDO in a trace-driven manner using conservative statistical models of connectivity, we are able to

demonstrate that opportunistic content delivery coupled with community-driven browsing can be a successful

way to bridge gaps in connectivity for areas that lack ubiquitous Internet access.

There are a number of concerns that arise when leveraging mobile users to collect their household content.

One concern is the required storage capacity of the collection device. Based on our simulation environment, users

collected an average of 55.3 MB per day. This means that users’ devices (i.e., smartphones or tablets) must have

allocated content storage prior to the start of their commute each day or have some way to offload content to a

separate storage device. Furthermore, our simulation model assumes users can only connect opportunistically via

cellular base stations that they encounter as part of their daily commute. However, in some scenarios users would

have broadband access at their place of work or school (i.e., the final destination of their daily commute). FiDO

could be extended to allow for users to take advantage of this broadband connectivity to fetch even more content

on behalf of their household. This extension would require users to provision even more storage resources for

fetched content or perform a second level of content prioritization as storage resources fill.

Similarly, once mobile users return to their households, they must share the content collected throughout

the day with other members of the household. Future work would determine the proper user interface for

sharing, likely either by uploading the day’s content to a shared household content server, allowing individual

devices to operate as local content browsers, or more simply, directly sharing the collection device with other

household members [33]. In our hybrid model, we assume that members of disconnected households have a way

to entrust access credentials and authentication tokens to commuting members of their community household.

This model of entrusting people with information for delayed communication is common in delay tolerant

networking [33, 51, 53]. Moreover, studies of mobile technology use in developing communities have revealed

that actual usage (e.g., an entire family sharing a single smartphone) and information passing models required

to support delay tolerant networking may not be compatible with current individual-oriented security and

privacy paradigms used by most of the Web. There are two major challenges to the implementation of the

hybrid prioritization scheme as presented in Section 6.4.1. First, by requesting content from providers (e.g.,

Facebook, Instagram, Netflix, YouTube) using a single IP address supporting multiple (on the order of tens or

hundreds) authentication tokens, providers may interpret FiDO access patterns as an attack and deny service

to the intermediary FiDO content delivery node. One way to address this issue in a deployment is to identify

some of the top content platforms that would be accessed through the hybrid prioritization model and request

a white-listed status for the IP address associated with intermediary FiDO content delivery nodes. A second

challenge is that FiDO does not support secure content over TLS/SSL since it is unable to guarantee end-to-end

connectivity in real-time. When we do implement FiDO, we can address this limitation by altering the hybrid

prioritization model so that opportunistically connected devices collect secure content directly from the Internet

without relying on FiDO content nodes as intermediaries. Ultimately, these limitations indicate that an important

direction for future work is to design security and privacy mechanisms for communal content access models that

depend on collaborative efforts between multiple individuals.
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Future work seeks to deploy the FiDO system alongside one of the tribal-operated ISPs with which we

partner (the Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association Tribal Digital Village [48] and the Red Spectrum

Communication Network). As with any deployment effort, there are unforeseeable challenges and complications

that may arise that would effect the performance of FiDO [5]. Two particularly relevant factors that could effect

general operation include changes in commute durations and routes and the achievable goodput data rate of

Internet connectivity available along transportation corridors. A deployment effort would seek to address the

issue of commute durations and routes by surveying potential participants and placing FiDO content delivery

nodes alongside telecommunications infrastructure that coincides with the majority of users’ typical commute

routes, with some redundancy of content delivery node placement at infrastructure that occurs along the main

alternative routes. It is important to note that since FiDO is designed for rural areas, we expect that there are only

a limited number of routes that users could take to work, especially when traveling from clusters of homes that

are located in remote areas. In addition to maximizing the value of node placement in a community, a deployment

effort would involve signal measurement along some of the main routes taken by users. Obviously, as users

drive closer to a cellular base station with line of sight connection, the goodput data rate is likely to increase;

similarly, as routes meander through mountains and forested areas, the goodput data rate will change and likely

decrease. FiDO addresses this intrinsically with the content prioritization schemes, which are inherently designed

to select content for delivery over connections with low goodput. Additionally, FiDO content delivery nodes could

monitor the data rate experienced by users’ devices and alter the community scope to maximize the relevance of

the content delivered over the connection. For instance, as we discuss in Section 4, usage patterns generated

by a smaller geographic scope of community tends to more accurately predict content that would be relevant

to a household if the connectivity opportunity window is small (either due to brief contact time or low data

rates). While the work presented here is evaluated exclusively using trace-based simulations, we believe that this

approach sufficiently evaluates the feasibility of the FiDO system under normal operation assumptions derived

through observations made from our own usage data as well as commuter and connectivity data observed by

transportation experts [14]. Indeed, rigorous, trace-driven simulations such as the one presented in this work are a

critical part of ongoing collaborations between research institutions and tribal communities, wherein researchers

can credibly demonstrate value, utility, and functionality of innovative systems to specific communities prior to

requiring community partners to spend valuable time and resources deploying the system.

8 CONCLUSION

Web access is still far from ubiquitous and even in developed countries, pernicious digital divides persist [1, 16,

26, 53]. Our work seeks to ameliorate this divide by augmenting existing cellular infrastructure in a way that

leverages community Web browsing similarities and opportunistic cellular connections. FiDO browses theWeb on

behalf of disconnected users by crawling the domains most accessed by the community and storing the crawled

content at base stations located throughout the community. When users from disconnected homes mobilize

through areas with mobile broadband availability, FiDO pushes the collected content to their device according to

a prioritization scheme. In this paper, we seek to determine the feasibility of leveraging both community Web

usage and opportunistic cellular connectivity in order to provide a Web browsing experience to users who live in

areas where Internet access is not available.

Our analysis of Web traffic in a rural, Native American reservation demonstrates that the aggregate Web usage

of a community can predict an average of 35% of any individual household’s non-streaming, downloaded Web

content and can predict 93% of the Web domains browsed by a household. Using trace-driven simulations and

statistical models parameterized with data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau and Department of Transportation,

we find that even with sparse connectivity available, an average of 80% of a household’s cacheable Web files

can be delivered opportunistically. Moreover, we find that when crawling the Web on behalf of disconnected
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households, FiDO is able to provide an average of 69.4 Web pages to each household (where 73% of a household’s

most browsed Web domains are represented by the content collected on their behalf). We further demonstrate

how FiDO can accommodate both browsing and searching techniques using a hybrid prioritization scheme,

wherein a certain percentage of download opportunities are dedicated to search tasks and the remainder are

available to push browsed content. We evaluate this hybrid approach using requests for a user’s social media

feed as the search task; even with only 10% of opportunistic resources dedicated to downloading social media

content, disconnected households receive an average of 64% of their daily social media content in addition to 55.3

Web pages that were fetched on their behalf. Critically, we demonstrate how FiDO can feasibly provide a Web

browsing experience that navigates the online-offline transition characteristic of rural communities in a way that

maximizes the value of existing information infrastructures.
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